Maria Kritsiligkou

September
Ulysses, Zorbas, Rock Garden, Greek ascetic and Swiss paint!
I red a lot of Nikos Kazantzakis, which is why my journey was even better. I was travelling
and kept in mind “Ulysses” and in my heart “Zorba”! Utter the essence of thoughts, which is
reflected in “Saviors”!
“We do not do another journey into the depths of our soul, but into the depths of our psyche.
We cannot find ourselves on the other side of the World, where the picture is more strange
then ours”.
I thought, that this another journey is time.
The journey in September, the month of nostalgia and start!

Spring, summer, autumn, winter and spring, terraces of intellectual prince Kim Ki’s practices,
terraces, which are conform to flow of the nature and natural order of the time. This is used as
a balm for sunbathing after summer burns. Moisturizes dehydrated mood, activates cells
which are in rest, washes salt and sand from the mind.
When typical summer wind passed, blow autumn one, print or classic, the wind of changes!
We can gather watermelon’s seeds, necklaces and break pomegranates!
“But I did not dare, saw at the midnight dancing Greek Zorba, shiver and dance, I was
shivering because of cry, comfortable membranes of wisdom and custom, left many stubborn
travelers with him in stillness and shivers”.

Ikario, Astypalea, Folegandros.
Symi, Anafi Island.
Mykonos, chalk, Amorgos.
London, Amsterdam or Berlin…
Europ, America.
East and West.
Greece!

Tired because of melancholy, which brings end of the summer, sound of bell, like from the
book.
Not academic, always the most successful! So not-formal types, departure on backyard and
jumping over the fence with cigarette in mouth, what teachers always forbid. Agony in red
colour, doing some noise to write a bit history.
On September this year distant, past memories of the neighborhood, force to regroup, to roll
my sleeves up and stop wondering, usually…

New beginning, new age, one more time again!
Good September!
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